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Abstract. In this paper, the problem of maximizing the flight time of an airplane with an electrical power plant (AEP) by the
optimization of the mass of the accumulator in cases of fixed and non-fixed airframe is considered. Variants of high (turbulent flow)
and low (laminar flow) Reynolds numbers are taken into account. Dependence of flight time on airplane parameters is obtained. The
behaviour of flight time as a function of accumulator mass near the maximum is also investigated. A comparison between the results
obtained and the data for the existing AEP is made. On the basis of the results obtained, the influence of aircraft parameters on flight
time is analyzed.
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Introduction
One of the main characteristics of airplanes with an
electrical power plant (AEP) is flight time. One of the
peculiarities of such a power plant is constant mass
during the flight (compared to power plants with piston
engines and jet engines).
Two ways of increasing flight time exist: by optimal
control during the flight and by improving the
construction of the aircraft. The best result occurs when
we use both these methods simultaneously.
It was shown that the optimal control algorithm for
maximizing flight time must be as follows: the airplane
must accelerate to cruise velocity using the maximum
power of the power plant and then continue the flight at
cruise velocity till the onboard energy is completely
consumed [3]. Cruise velocity corresponds to the state of
minimal energy consumption.
The conventional EP consists of the electrical drive,
accumulator, and control devices. It can be assumed that
the mass of the accumulator is proportional to its energy
and the mass of the drive is proportional to its power.
On the one hand, an increase in the mass of the
accumulator increases onboard energy and can increase

flight time. On the other hand, an increase in mass
increases power consumption (and maybe the mass of the
electrical drive and control devices) and decreases the
flight time. So, there must be an optimal mass of the
accumulator for maximum flight time.
Considered are problems of flight time
maximization through the optimization of power plant
mass for the following tasks:
1. Optimization of the accumulator mass for the
fixed airframe for cruise flight. This task corresponds to
the problem of improving the characteristics of the
existing aircraft.
2. Optimization of the power plant mass in the case
of non-fixed airframe parameters for cruise flight. This
task corresponds to the preliminary design optimization
problem. In this problem, it is assumed that the masses of
some airframe elements depend on the total mass of the
aircraft, and the mass of the electric drive depends on the
power consumed.
These problems are investigated for two cases:
1. Constant value of the drag coefficient at zero lift
CD0 (high values of Reynolds number Re),
2. CD0 ~ Re-1/2 (low Re).
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The mass of the accumulator mAC is proportional to
the W and flight time t. Taking into account (1), (2) and
(3), it can be found that

1. Optimization of the accumulator mass for
the fixed airframe for cruise flight at low Re
In this section, we assume that we can change only
the mass of the accumulator (i.e., the energy of the
accumulator), and cannot change other components of the
airplane. This corresponds to the problem of improving
the existing MAV by the correct selection of the mass of
the accumulator.
Also assume that the efficiency of the power plant at
cruise flight is near the maximal efficiency, so we can
consider it a constant.
Let the mass of the airplane without the accumulator
be m0 (according to the problem statement, m0 is
constant), m is the mass of MAV, g is the acceleration of
gravity, V is the flight velocity, S is the wing area, CL is
lift coefficient, CD0 is the drag coefficient at zero CL, W is
consumed power, η is the efficiency of the power plant,
and A is defined by

1
,
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where λ is the aspect ratio and e is a coefficient
depending on the wing shape.
Then, for horizontal flight with constant velocity [4]
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From this, it can be derived that
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Let us find the velocity that corresponds to the
minimal W.
It is well known [2] that for the small Reynolds
numbers Re (which corresponds to the flight of MAVs)
CD 0 =
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where k is a proportionality coefficient.
Varying m as an independent variable, we will find
that maximal flight time is realized for
m=10/7mAC, or mAC=7/3m0,
i.e., the mass of accumulator must be 70 % of m.

2. Optimization of power plant mass in the
case of non-fixed airframe parameters for
cruise flight
It should be noted that the airplane mentioned above,
even with an optimal accumulator, is not optimal as a
whole: so it can fly with the increased mass, its airframe,
electric drive, and control devices are “stronger” than
necessary. Decreasing the mass and strength of these
elements can improve the airplane and increase flight
time. The problem of flight time optimization by the
varying the masses of the accumulator, drive and airframe
must therefore be analyzed.
It is well known that the masses of some elements of
an airplane are proportional to the total airplane mass. Let
the total mass of such elements be equal to α⋅m (α is a
constant). The total mass of “constant” elements (i.e.,
those that are independent of m and W) is equal to m1.
Assuming that the total mass of the electric drive and
control devices is proportional to W and using the
previous results, we can find

(2)

10

m = m1 + α m + m 7 ( kt + β ) ,

where Z is a coefficient depending on wing form and
kinematic viscosity of the air, b is the characteristic wing
chord, and B = Z / b .
Then the velocity corresponding to the minimal W is
equal to
2
2 7

m = m0
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or
t=

m (1 − α ) − m1
10
km 7

−

β
k

,

where β is a proportionality constant.
Varying m as independent variable, we determine
that maximal flight time corresponds to
m (1 − α ) =

.
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or, in other words, the mass of the power plant must be
7/3 of m1.

V =4

3. Dependence of flight time on airplane
parameters
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Maximum flight time is defined by the formula
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From this formula, one can see that the ways of
increasing the value of flight time are the same as in the
previous section.

p
q

5. Behaviour of function t near the maximum

where p is “density of drive power” (i.e. drive mass
divided by power).
Consider that
b=

m=3m0, mAK=2m0.

,

where L is the wing span, one can find
6
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,
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and the optimal accumulator mass is

Here the question of how the flight time depends on
the aircraft parameters for task 2 must be investigated.
Taking into account equation (3) and
S=

A
3Cx0

It is rather important to know the optimized function
near the maximum. Figure shows the behaviour of the
flight time of an airplane with a fixed
airframe.

.

From this,
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So, one can analyze the ways of flight time
increasing according to formula (4). This expression
shows that the best way of increasing t is decreasing q. It
is rather obvious that this way is simply the usage of
accumulators with a higher amount of energy per unit
mass.
The second way can be increasing the wing span,
but in the case of the Micro vehicle the value of L can
only decrease. From this, we must keep in mind that the
smaller the airplane is the shorter the flight time is.
In addition, rather efficient ways are increasing
η and e and decreasing α and p. But these parameters can
vary only slightly.
The effect of decreasing the “constant mass” m1 is
not as considerable as it is for the aforementioned
parameters.
And lastly, increasing aspect ratio λ does not yield a
significant effect for this task.

4. Optimization in the case of high Reynolds
number
This optimization procedure is the same as the
previous case. The value of the optimal velocity can be
obtained in the form

Fig. Flight time as function of total airplane mass for fixed
airframe

From this figure, one can see that a decrease in
accumulator mass on the value of m0 leads to a decrease
in flight time of only 5 %. So, one can vary the
accumulator mass significantly without a significant
decrease in flight time.

6. Comparison and validation of results
Now one can compare the results obtained with the
parameters of existing airplanes.
By Grasmeyer, JM. and Keennon, MT., mass
breakdown for the first generation of the Black Widow
configuration is as follows: power plant – 62 %, payload
– 12 %, controls – 9 %, and structure – 17 % of the total
mass [1].
For the MAV Mirador these values are power plant
– 75 %, structure – 11 %, and sensors, avionics and
communication – 14 % of total mass [2].
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One can see that the masses of power plant for these
MAVs are rather close to the value of 70 % of the total
mass (as in section 1). The difference in values can be
explained, for example, by the fact that the variation in
function near its maximum is rather small. Furthermore,
the components of MAVs have a discrete set of masses,
and for the majority of cases we cannot provide the
equality of real masses and calculated masses.
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1. In the case of low Reynolds numbers, the optimal
accumulator mass for the maximization of flight time is
70 % of total airplane mass, and for the case of high
Reynolds numbers this value is 66 % of total mass.
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5 %.
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wingspan, power plant efficiency, and the energy density
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flight time very slightly.
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